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Let H,(t) and H,(t) be self-adjoint, both o-periodic in t. The wave operators 
connecting such a pair via an indentification operator J exist if the trace norm of 
H,(t) J-JH,(t) is integrable over a period. Sufficient conditions for the complete- 
ness of wave operators are given. ‘7-1 1989 Acadermc Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 2’ be a separable Hilbert space. We denote by a(Z) the Banach 
algebra of all bounded linear operators on 2, and by ,C&(X’) the *-ideal 
of all trace class operators in 4?(%‘) with trace class norm II.11 . For a 
normal operator T on 2, we denote the domain of T by 9(T), the 
subspace of vectors whose spectral measure relative to T is absolutely 
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure by X&(T), and the projection 
onto X,(T) by PaA T). 
In [S], Pearson derived a new version of the trace theorem for two 
Hilbert space scattering: 
THEOREM. Let H, and H, be self-adjoint operators acting on separable 
Hilbert spaces & and X2, respectively. Let J: & + X2 be a bounded linear 
operator with Jg(H,) G 9(H2). Suppose that the closure of H, J- JH, is 
trace class. Then the strong limits 
Q,(H,, H,; J)= s-lim er’H2Je~i*H1P,,(H,) 
l--t +cc 
exist. 
Pearson’s theorem is widely applicable and is significant because it 
recovers the earlier work of Birman, Kato, Kuroda, and Rosenblum on the 
existence and completeness problems of wave operators for general trace 
class perturbations [6]. 
In the present paper, we extend Pearson’s result to time-periodic 
SchrGdinger operators. Basically, we follow the ideas of Pearson and 
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Schmidt [IS, 71. This approach works for two Hilbert space scattering, 
though we deal only with a single space. Our result also covers those of 
Howland [2] and Schmidt [7] on the scattering with time-dependent trace 
class perturbations. 
It is hoped that, as for time-independent perturbations, some sort of 
invariance principle [4,6] for wave operators holds in the time-dependent 
case under general hypotheses, but we have not succeeded in proving that. 
The crucial point is that energy is not conserved by a system whose 
Hamiltonian is changing in time. 
We begin with a definition. By a unitary o-periodic propagator on &? we 
mean a two-parameter family of unitary operators U(t, s), t, s E R, which 
satisfies 
(i) U(t, s) is jointly strongly continuous in t and s, 
(ii) U(t, t)=Z, U(t,s) U(s,r)= U(t, r), 
(iii) U(t+w,s+w)=U(t,s), 
for all t, s, r E R. The unitary propagators are closely related to the time- 
dependent Schrodinger equations 
if v(t) = H(t) dt), (1.1) 
where H(t) is a family of self-adjoint operators acting on 2. Suppose that 
H(t) is periodic in time with period o > 0, and that the domain of H(t) is 
independent of t: 9(H(t)) = 9; then under suitable conditions on H(t) 
(see, e.g., [3,6]) there is a unique unitary o-periodic propagator so that 
(iv) U(t,s)CSGL!B, 
(v) (d/dt)U(t,s)cp= -iH(t)U(t,s)cp, cp~9. 
That is, the solution cp( t) of (1.1) with the initial condition q(s) = cps E $9 is 
given by q(t) = U(t, s) cp,. In particular, if H(t) = H does not depend on t, 
U(t,s)=e i(s-‘)H is obtained from the usual one-parameter unitary group. 
This paper is concerned with the existence question for generalized wave 
operators 
Q,(H,, H,; J)(s) = s-lim U,(s, t) JUAt, s) f’,,(U,(s+ 0, s)), (1.2) t+ *cc 
where U, and U, are unitary o-periodic propagators associated to H,(t) 
and H*(t), respectively, and JE C@(s). By virtue of (ii) and (iii), we see 
that the existence of Q+(H,, H,; J)(s) for different s is equivalent, and 
Q+(H,,H,;J)(s’)= U,(s’,s)O+(H,,H,;J)(s) Uhs’). 
Thus, it is enough to consider the case s = 0. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let { F( 0)/O < 6’ d 27~) be the spectral family of 
the unitary operator U(o, 0) so that U(o, 0) =jp ere dF(8). For 
fp E I&&( U(0, 0)), we denote 
d 
and 
fff(U(w, 0)) = {cpe %J~(~~ 0)YllcpIII < a 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let U be a unitary w-periodic propagator on X. Then 
(a) a( U(o, 0)) is dense in &( U(o, 0)) in the S-norm. 
(b) For any $ E A? and any cp E~?(U(W, 0)) 
s 
cc 
I<$, U(t,0)cp)12dtd2~~IIICIl12 lcpll12. ~oc (2.1) 
Proof: (a) Since the self-adjoint operator T= jp BdF(8) is uniquely 
determined by the spectral resolution F(0), and T has the same absolutely 
continuous subspace as U(w, 0), the assertion (a) follows from general 
spectral theory (cf. [4, p. 5441). 
(b) Fix $E%‘, ~E&‘(U(O,O)) and let f(e)=(d/de) ($, F(e)(p). 
Using the Schwarz inequality and the properties of spectral measure, we 
have for almost all 8 that 
G llld$j (P,,(U(~, 0)) $3 F(~)P,,(U(~~ O))$> 
(cf. [4, p. 5191). It follows that fE L2([0, 27~3) with 
(2.2) 
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because Ir(27~) = Z and F(O) = 0. For n E Z, let p(n) denote the Fourier coef- 
ficients ofJ: Then 
So, by the Plancherel theorem and (2.2) 
=27c 
5 1’ IfWl’ ~~~wll(Pll12 IIJ/II’. 
Thus, 
s cc I($, vt, O)cp)12 dt -00 
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf A E S&(X) and cp E &( U(w, 0)), then 
Proof: Let {e,},: 1 be an orthonormal basis of X’. Then 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
I<U(t, O)cp> AU(t,ObP)l d II IAl”* UC& O)(P/12 
=jf, l<lAl ‘I* ej, U(t, O)(p)12. 
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Thus, by (2.1) 
d f 27-4 lAl”2 ejl12 lIlcpll12 
j= I 
where 1) . (I 2 stands for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let U be a unitary o-periodic propagator on X’. Then for 
any cp E %&( U(o, 0)), U( t, 0) cp converges weakly to zero as t -+ &- 00. 
Proof By Lemma 2.2(a), it suffices to show the result for all 
rp E&(U(O, 0)). For such cp and any $ E Z’“, we have by (2.3) and the 
Riemann-Lebesgue lemme that ($, U(no, 0)~) -+ 0 as n + & co. Also, for 
Odsdo, (I), U(no+s,O)cp)= (U(O,s)$, U(no,O)cp)+O as n-+ *co. 
Now fix Ic/ E 2 and let h(o) = ($, U(a, 0)~). By the uniformly strong 
continuity of U(0, a)$ over CT E [O,o], for any E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 so that 
II U(0, s)$ - U(0, t)$ll <E whenever O<s, t<o and Is-tIci% Let 
P= {O=s,<s,< “. <s,= o} be a partition of [0, o] having norm less 
than 6. Since for each j, h(nw + sj) + 0 as n -+ f co, we can find a large 
integer N such that n >, N implies that Ih(no + s,)l <E for all j. Thus, if 
a~l?4 and a>No, say o=no+s, where nZN and s,<s<s,+,, then 
This proves that ($, U(o, 0)~) + 0 as 0 -+ + co. The proof is similar for 
u+-CQ. 1 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we assume that H,(t) and H2(t) are two families of 
self-adjoint operators on 2 having the same period o, and that 
9(H,( t)) = 9,) 9(H2(t)) = g2 are independent of t. Furthermore, each 
Hj( t) generates a propagator Ui(t, s) solving Eq. (1.1) and leaving gi 
invariant. Our main theorem is: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let JE B(X). Suppose that there are trace class 
operators C(t) so that C(t) = H,(t) J- JH,(t) in the sense that for all cp E 9, 
and II/Egz 
(cp, C(tM> = (H,(t) cp, J$) - (cp, Jff,(t)G) 
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and that 
I 
” IIC(t)ll, dt < co. (3.1) 
0 
Then the generalized wave operators (1.2) exist. 
Proof As explained earlier, we may assume s= 0 in (1.2). Since 
U,(O, t) JUJ t, 0) P,,( U,(w, 0)) is a family of uniformly bounded operators, 
the existence of the strong limit for a dense set of v implies the existence of 
the limit for all v. Thus, by Lemma 2.2(a), it suffices to prove the existence 
of s-lim,, +oj U,(O, t) JU,( t, 0)v for all v E I%‘( U,(o, 0)). 
Let A(r)= U,(O, r) JU,(r, 0) -J so that for cp E 9, and $ E 9z 
= i s r (v, U,(O, t)C(t) u,(t, OM > dt. 0 (3.2) 
By the local integrability of 11 C(t)11 , and (3.2), we see that A(r) is trace 
class. 
Now, for notational simplicity, let Ui = Ui(o, 0) (i= 1, 2), W,, = U;“JU; 
(nEZ), and S,,(X)= -z$:‘iU;kXUz for XE%?(~) and i<j. Let 
v E &( U*(w, 0)) be fixed. Our first goal is to prove that s-lim, _ +co W,,v 




Ulk(W,* w,- u;‘w,* W,U,) u; 
j-1 
=-u-J, 1 
(k+n) U;‘J*U;-m+’ A(w) + A(w)* U;-mJ} U;+“’ 
k=O 
= so, jtB, ML (3.3) 
where 
B n,m 
= U;n(U;l J*U;-m+l A(o)+ A(o)* llprnJ} Uy. 
Also, if n > m 
n-1 n-1 
W,- W,,,= 1 {U,(k+‘)JUI;+l-U;kJU;}= c UF~A(~) Ul;. 
k=m k=m 
Thus, for fixed n and m, W,, - W, E gI(&), so by Lemma 2.4 
s-lim U;jWn*( W, - W,) U’,v = 0 
j - 03 
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because a compact operator takes weakly convergent sequences into norm 
convergent sequences. It follows from (3.3) that 
(U, WF(~,-- w,)U> = lim (0, SO,j(Bn,n-Bn,m)u). (3.4) 1-m 
Since A(o) E 98i( YE’), it can be expressed as 
A(w)= f ~i(cpi~~> ti,,
1=1 
(3.5) 
where (cp,} and (ei} are orthonormal bases of Z, ~1, >O, and 
x1?, C(~ = IlA(o)ll,. We claim that for any XE .9?(Z) and positive integer I 
I<% ~o,,(~,“~~(~)W~)I 
G @w(~)ll 1P2 lll4ll IIXII 





I (u, &,(U;“A(o)* XU;)u)l d RHS of (3.6). 
By (3.5) and the Schwarz inequality 
LHS of (3.6) 
/- 1 
= k;,., I i 
x*upk, f cxi (cp,, UykV) lji 
i=l >I 
I-1 30 
G 1 1 ccil(cPi, u;+kv>l l<Ul+mv, x$i>l 
k=Oi=l 
d f a, y I(cpi, u;+kv)12 ‘I2 
i=l { k=O 1 
I- 1 112 
x c IK~‘;+m~,w;>12 
{ k=O I 
f c&l [(lpi, U;+kV)12 
w 
i= 1 k=O 
(3.7) 
x (WI~(~)ll 1)1’2 111411 II-V 
< RHS of (3.6). 
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In the fifth line above we used the inequality (2.4). The proof of (3.7) is 
similar. 
It follows from (3.4), (3.6), and (3.7) that 
= lim (0, S,,(&,, + B,,, - &,, - &,Ju) j- oc 
G W7&4(~)ll 1P2 Ml III4 
X 
1 
f f a, I(cpi, Ga* I’* 
k=min{n,m} i= 1 I 
d 1Wl4~)ll1 IIJII ll14112. 
This estimate shows that W,u is Cauchy as n + + co, and hence 
s-lim n++m W,u=u+ for some u+ Es. 
Finally, we prove s-lim, _ + o. U,(O, t) JU,(t, 0)~ = u+. By (3.2), 
M(s) - &)ll G 1s: IIC(f)lll a, so (3.1) implies that A(s) is continuous in 
the operator norm. Let E > 0 be given. Choose a 6 >O so that 
[IA(s)-A(r)11 <E whenever O<s, rbw and IS---I] ~6, and let 
P= {O=s,<s,< ... < sk = o} be a partition of [0, o] with partition’s 
norm less than 6. Also, choose an integer N, so that II W,,u - u+ II <E for 
n 2 N,. Since A(sj) is compact, there is an integer N> N, such that n k N 
implies that II A (sj) Ul;ull < E for all 0 < j <k, by Lemma 2.4. Write 
U,(O,t)JU,(t,O)= W(t). If t>No, say t=nw+s, where n>N and 
S,<S<sj+,, then we have W(t) - W,, = U;“A(s) U;, and hence 
IIw(t)~-u’II Q II(A(s)-A(s~)) GuII + IIA(Sj) UyuII + llWn~--~+/l 
< EllUll + 2E. 
This proves that Q+(H,, H,; J)(O) exists. A similar argument gives the 
existence of Q2_ . 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. If H2(t)=Hl(t)+ V(t) with V(~)E?&(%) for each t 
and 
s o IIV(f)ll,dt<~ (3.8) 0 
then the wave operators 
Q*(H,, ff2)(s) = s-h u,(s, t) U2(4 s) P,,(U,(s + ws)) f--+ +3c (3.9) 
exist and are complete, that is, 
RanQ+(H,, H,)(s)=~~,(U,(s+w,s))=RanQ-(Hi, Hz)(s). 
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1, by applying J= Z, that 
Q.(H,, H,)(s) and Q+(H2, H,)(s) exist. Thus, by the chain rule 
This implies that &&( U,(s + o, s)) G Ran Q*(H,, H?)(S). Since 
Ran Q*(H, , H2)(.s) are always contained in X&( U,(s + o, s)), complete- 
ness holds. 1 
Remark. A slightly weaker form of Corollary 3.2 was obtained by 
Howland in [2], who treated the case in which the unperturbed 
Hamiltonians H,(t) do not depend on time. Actually, by a small modifica- 
tion of his original proof, his result can be extended to the general case 
considered in Corollary 3.2. Howland’s proof is quite different from ours 
in that he turns (H,, HJ scattering problems into (K,, K,) scattering 
problems, where K, = - i(d/dt) + H,(t) is the Floquet Hamiltonian 
associated to H,(t) on the Hilbert space X = L*( R/o& dt; #). For details, 
see [2]. 
Under certain circumstances, the condition (3.8) may be weakened. For 
this, we make (cf. [l, p. 1711). 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on YP and let Y be a 
subspace of Z’. A propagator U is said to have a time-bounded energy H 
on Y if for all (D in a fundamental subset of Y 
sup IV(H) U(t, 0)cpll < ~0, 
3c<I<;c 
where f > 0, possibly depending on cp, and f(n) + cc as 111 + co. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let H, be a self-adjoint operator with spectral resolu- 
tion E,( ’ ), and let H*(t) = H, + V(t). Suppose that U2 has a time-bounded 
energy H, on &&(U,(w, 0)), and that for any bounded interval I, 
V(t) E,(Z) ~a~(%‘) with 
s 
w II v(t) E,(Z)II dt < ~0. 
0 
Then the wave operators (3.9) exist and are complete. 
Proof It is enough to consider s = 0 in (3.9). Let J= E,(Z). Then 
H,(t) J-JH, = V(t) E,(Z)ECB,(&) and whose trace norm is locally 
integrable by hypotheses, so 
s-lim U2(0, t) eeifH’ P,,(H,) E,(I) 
I--r foa 
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exist by Theorem 3.1. Since this holds for every bounded interval Z, we 
conclude that O,(H,, H,)(O) exist. 
On the other hand, we have by symmetry that 
s-lim eirH’E1(Z) U,(t, 0) P,,( U,(o, 0)) 
I-+m 
exist for every bounded interval I. To conclude the completeness of wave 
operators, it is enough to show that s-lim,, += eifHIUZ(t, 0)cp exist for all 
cp in a fundamental subset of X&( U,(o, O)).-In particular, we need only 
consider those q’s for which supt IIf U,(t, O)cpll = M, < co. This will 
be done if we can prove that 
lim {Sup IIE,@\C-4 ~1) u,(f, O)cpll> =O. u-11 I 
(3.10) 
But 
llE,@\C ---a, aI) u,ct, O)cpll 
G II~,(~\[-~,~l)(f(H,)+~)-‘II Il(f(H,)+i) U,(t,O)cpll 
~W,+IIvli) SUP u-(~)'+1)-"'. 
IAl >u 
Sincef(%) -+ co as 121 + 00, (3.10) holds. # 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let H2(t) = H, + V(t). Suppose that U, has a time- 
bounded energy H, on X=,(U,(o, 0)), and that for some integer k, 
V(t)(H,+i)pkEB,(&‘) with 
s 
w II V(t)(H, + i)-kll, dt < 00. 
0 
Then the wave operators (3.9) exist and are complete. 
Proof: Since I/ V(t)E,(Z)lI, d llV(t)(H, +i)-klll ll(Hl +i)kE,(Z)II, the 
result follows immediately from Corollary 3.4. 1 
Remark. As Enss and Veselii: pointed out in [I], there should be a 
large class of time-periodic Hamiltonians having bounded energy. 
However, it seems it is not easy to prove or disprove this fact. We have 
made some progress in proving the boundedness of the kinetic energy, 
Ho = -A (negative Laplacian), for certain types of Hamiltonians. These 
results will be discussed elsewhere. 
We conclude this section by giving a final note. A particle with initial 
state cp in Xx,( U(o, 0)) disappears from each bounded region as time t goes 
to infinity if the kinetic energy is bounded. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let U be a unitary o-periodic propagator on 
2 = L*(W). Suppose that U has time-bounded kinetic energy on 
X&( U(w, 0)). Then for any 50 E X&( U(w, 0)) and any finite R 
IIF(lxl d RI Wt, O)cpll + 0 as (tl+oO, (3.11) 
where F(S) is the operator of multiplication by the characteristic function 
of s. 
Proof: By a simple density argument, it suffices to prove that (3.11) 
holds for all cp E Xa,( U(w, 0)) with supr Ilf( H,) U(t, O)rpll < 00. For such cp, 
we have by Lemma 2.4 that (f(H,) + i) U(t,O)(p converges weakly to zero 
as ItI + 00, because g(f(H,)) is dense in X. Since If(A)1 * cc as IAl -+ 00, 
F( 1x1 < R)(f(H,) + i)-’ is compact. Therefore, (3.11) follows. 1 
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